Abstract-This paper provides a comparative assessment of three control strategies that fuse a global, offline dynamic programming (DP) optimization with online model predictive control (MPC) in an effort to minimize fuel consumption for a heavy-duty truck. The online MPC optimization, which is local in nature, makes refinements to a coarsely (but globally, subject to grid resolution) optimized target velocity profile from the DP optimization. Three candidate economic MPC formulations are evaluated: a time-based formulation that directly penalizes predicted fuel consumption, a simplified time-based formulation that penalizes braking effort in place of fuel consumption, and a distance-based convex formulation that maintains a tradeoff between energy expenditure and tracking of the coarsely optimized velocity based on DP. The performance of each approach is presented for three representative route profiles, using a medium-fidelity proprietary Volvo model of the heavyduty truck's longitudinal dynamics. Results demonstrate 4-7% fuel economy improvement across all three formulations, when compared to a baseline strategy. Furthermore, we present a detailed analysis of energy usage by "type" (aerodynamic losses, braking losses, and comparison of brake-specific fuel consumption), under each candidate control approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fuel costs are historically the largest share of total costs for motor carriers in the U.S. (see [1] ), accounting for over 29% of the life cycle cost for a heavy-duty truck (see [2] ). In addition to the direct costs of fuel, there are also environmental factors to consider. According to a study done by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 26% of greenhouse gas emissions in the U.S. come from the transportation sector (see [3] ). In recent years, the EPA and the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHSTA) have introduced new regulations in [4] to improve fuel efficiency of heavy-duty vehicles. Considering the growing demand for fuel efficient heavy duty vehicles, on-board intelligent cruise control technologies, which can reduce fuel consumption, offer a solution.
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3 Christian Earnhardt is a PhD candidate at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte. 4 Jian Li is a Project Engineer at Volvo Group Trucks 5 Stephen Geyer is an Executive Staff Engineer and a Project Manager at Volvo Group Trucks 6 Chris Vermillion is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Mechanical Engineering at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte, Charlotte, NC 20223, USA cvermill@uncc.edu Dynamic Programming (DP) is an optimization technique for discretized systems, which requires not only a discretization of time but also a quantization (grid) of admissible state variables. It is used in [5] to analyze optimal speed trajectories for several types of vehicles over hilly and flat terrains. Furthermore, in [6] and [7] , DP is used offline to find global solutions that serve as benchmarks for online look-ahead control algorithms. For automotive applications, where acceptable time steps are in ms for lower-level controllers and on the order of seconds for upper-level planning algorithms, the application of DP on a standard microcontroller, in real time, becomes computationally prohibitive, as the number of computations increases exponentially as the number of state variables increases. In [8] , a cloud-based computing platform calculates computationally intensive global DP solutions in real time. This strategy depends heavily on reliable, uninterrupted connectivity of the vehicle to the cloud. An on-board implementation of a real time DP look ahead controller is presented in [9] ; however it is limited by the horizon length and discretization level.
Model Predictive Control (MPC) is an online control strategy that repeatedly finds the optimal decision variable trajectory via minimization of an objective function over a horizon length. Because MPC re-optimizes an N -step control sequence at each time step, it is capable of reacting to external disturbances and mismatches between the dynamic model and actual system. Moreover, a widespread array of sequential quadratic programming (SQP) solvers are available for efficient online computation of the optimal control sequence. These features have led MPC to see widespread use in both vehicle control (see [10] , [11] ) and powertrain control (see [12] , [13] ). Many of these implementations involve economic MPC, where the MPC optimization focuses on the minimization/maximization of a profitability objective (such as fuel economy), rather than tracking a prescribed setpoint. The challenge with using MPC to minimize fuel consumption is that the relationship between engine torque, vehicle speed, and fuel consumption is highly nonlinear, rendering the overall optimization problem non-convex. Convex fuel consumption models have been formulated for MPC; however they require calibrations through experimental testing (see [14] , [15] , and [16] ). In [17] , the vehicle dynamics are formulated in terms of energy, thus representing the vehicle dynamics and fuel consumption as a convex approximation. This results in an optimization-ready model, albeit one that greatly simplifies the underlying dynamics.
In order to arrive at a fuel consumption minimization strategy that leverages the ability to compute and store globally- Fig. 1 : The coarsely discretized offline optimization computes an optimal control sequence (u * offline ); this information is made available to the online MPC strategy, which computes an optimal control sequence (u * MPC ) over a finer grid. v denotes the velocity trajectory of the vehicle.
optimized control trajectories on the cloud, but does not require continuous connectivity for real-time adjustments, we propose a two-part optimization strategy for controlling the propulsive force:
1) An offline (DP) optimization that computes (and stores) an optimized control sequence (and the corresponding vehicle speed trajectory), based on a coarse discretization of the route and coarse quantization of state variables. 2) An online MPC optimization that refines the DP output over a finer grid, based on measured state variables. The benefit of fusing an offline optimization with online MPC is that global knowledge of the route, which is typically inaccessible to the MPC, is considered in the online control strategy. This two-part optimization strategy is especially beneficial for dedicated routes, as motor carriers can easily store the offline DP solution for these routes on a cloudbased storage service. This optimization strategy is shown schematically in Figure 1 .
In this paper, we compare three economic MPC strategies for accomplishing the second objective: 1) Direct fuel consumption objective function: In this approach, SQP-based MPC is used with a nonlinear longitudinal dynamic model to minimize fuel consumption directly, subject to soft constraints imposed by the DP-optimized velocity trajectory. 2) Braking penalty: In this approach, the direct penalty on fuel consumption from the first approach is replaced with a penalty on braking (negative applied wheel torque), recognizing that (i) this is the single largest contributor to wasted energy and (ii) the replacement of fuel consumption with a braking penalty greatly simplifies the formulation.
3) Distance-based convex formulation: A distance-based convex optimization that trades off energy consumption over the horizon length with adherence to the velocity trajectory prescribed by DP. This work contributes to the existing body of literature in fuel-optimal longitudinal vehicle control in three ways:
1) We detail and compare three mechanisms by which an offline-optimized solution can be fused with an online MPC solution to realize substantial fuel economy savings. 2) We show, based on a detailed heavy-duty truck simulation model, that the proposed approaches are consistently effective in improving fuel economy over a constant speed baseline, using representative route data. 3) Through a breakdown of energy usage, we identify the most significant contributors to fuel economy savings under the proposed MPC strategies. This paper is organized as follows. The vehicle model is described in Section II. Section III reviews the DP formulation used for offline optimization. In Section IV, the proposed MPC strategies are described. Section V presents simulation results for each control approach, under three different representative route profiles.
II. VEHICLE MODEL A. Control-Oriented Longitudinal Dynamics
In this work, we consider the longitudinal dynamics of a heavy-duty Volvo truck, whose characteristics are captured in a medium-fidelity Simulink model, in all of our simulations. However, for the purposes of control design, we rely on a simplified, second-order longitudinal dynamic model, expressed in continuous time by:
where x is the truck's longitudinal position, v is its velocity, u is the propulsive force applied to the road through the wheel, and M eff is the effective mass of the vehicle, accounting for wheel inertia and reflected engine inertia. The control variable, u (the applied propulsive force), is related to the wheel torque through:
where r wh is the wheel radius. The variables F drag , F grav , and F road represent the forces due to aerodynamic drag, gravity, and rolling resistance, respectively. The longitudinal dynamic model is discretized in time, according to a forward Euler approximation:
B. Alternative Control-Oriented Model: Energy Formulation
As an alternative to the nonlinear time-domain model, we will also consider a simplified, linear, distance-domain, energy-based model that is used in one of our three candidate MPC strategies. This energy-based formulation has been adopted from [17] ; it provides the benefits of simplicity and linearity, at the expense of not accounting for engine efficiency. The dynamic equations for this model, where each index (k and k + 1 below) represents a position along the route, are given by:
where the state E kin,k is the kinetic energy of the vehicle at position k. The variables E eng,k and E brake,k represent the control inputs for this model where the difference between these two control inputs comprise the total propulsive force, u, used by the continuous-time longitudinal dynamic model. Finally, the terms E env (E kin,k ) and E pot,k reflect the energy lost (to rolling resistance and aerodynamics) and the potential energy at position k, respectively.
III. INITIAL OFFLINE VELOCITY TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION VIA DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING
Regardless of the choice of online MPC strategy, the first component of the proposed control approach involves the generation of an offline-optimized velocity trajectory for each candidate route. For each route, using backward recursion, the DP process optimizes the sequence of propulsive forces, denoted by u = [ u(0) . . . u(N DP − 1) ]
T , over the course of an entire route (N DP is the total number of time steps):
subject to:
where ∆t DP is the time step used by the DP optimization and R fuel is the rate of fuel, which is calculated by the product of engine power and brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC). Ultimately, the DP optimization results not only in an optimal control sequence, u * , but also optimized state sequences for position (x) and velocity (v). These optimized sequences, which are denoted, respectively, by:
are referenced by each of the MPC strategies. The initial guess (u guess ) and the desired terminal states (x final,des and v final,des ) are determined from the DP solution using the current position of the vehicle (x). The MPC controller minimizes a cost function incorporating x final,des and x final,des as terminal penalties and using u guess as the initial guess. The powertrain controller selects the gear that minimizes BSFC for a given wheel torque and velocity.
IV. MPC FORMULATION
The objective of all three economic MPC strategies in this paper is to minimize fuel consumption without altering total trip time. For each strategy, a global, coarsely gridded, DP solution for the entire route is used to formulate penalties on the terminal state of the MPC optimization. These terminal penalties ensure that (i) the MPC solution does not deviate too far from the prescribed optimal trajectory unless there is a compelling reason to and that (ii) the total trip time is maintained. In this section, we will present the details of the three candidate MPC strategies, noting specifically how the trajectory from the DP optimization is used to formulate terminal penalties. A block diagram is shown in Figure 2 , detailing fused offline DP an online MPC for all strategies.
A. Direct Fuel Consumption Objective Function
The decision variable for the direct fuel consumption strategy (later referred to as the "Direct FC" strategy) is the propulsive force applied to the road from the wheel, u. The prediction horizon time, T pred , is discretized into N number of time steps, ∆t. The objective function places a direct penalty on the total fuel consumed over the prediction horizon. Penalties are imposed on violations of terminal conditions from the DP optimization, as well as deviations from the band of allowable vehicle speeds. The optimization problem is formulated as follows:
where:
and:
subject to the longitudinal dynamic equations and saturation limits on u. In the above formulation, and throughout the paper, the notation (i|k) denotes the predicted value of a variable at step i corresponding to the MPC optimization (and corresponding prediction) performed at step k. Consistent with the concept of MPC, the first element in the optimized control sequence is implemented at each time step, and the optimization is repeated at the following time step:
In the above formulation, c 1 , c 2 , and c 3 represent tunable weights on the terms that penalize deviation from the target positions and velocities, respectively, at the end of the prediction horizon, and the upper and lower velocity limits. Values of x final,des and v final,des are based on the results of the DP optimization, and are determined by an approximation of the position and velocity of the DP solution after traveling for time T pred from position x(k), respectively.
B. Braking Reduction Strategy
The braking reduction strategy uses braking effort as a surrogate measure for wasted energy, recognizing that substantial braking effort is highly correlated with poor fuel economy. The braking reduction strategy disincentives braking by replacing R fuel with a braking penalty as follows:
where x final,des and v final,des are found in the same process used for the direct fuel consumption minimization strategy.
C. Convex Energy Approximation
While the aforementioned braking reduction strategy eliminates some of the complexities of the pure fuel consumption minimization strategy, it still involves a nonlinear model and leads to a non-convex optimization problem. In an effort to further simplify the optimization, a third MPC formulation relies on the affine energy-based, distance-based model of (6) and a quadratic objective function, which leads to a convex optimization formulation. Step Size
Weights
Direct FC 120s 5s
Brake Reduction 120s 5s
Using the solver described in [17] , CVXGEN, a finer discretization of the prediction horizon can be done without compromising solution speed. The objective function is formulated as follows:
where λ b , and λ k are tunable coefficients that increase the effectiveness of each part of the objective function. The kinetic energy supplied by the engine (E eng,i|k ) and brakes (E brake,i|k ) serve as the control inputs, and their respective sequences (over the MPC horizon) are specified by u eng and u brake , respectively. E kin,i|k is the kinetic energy of the vehicle and E des,i is the target kinetic energy of the vehicle, based on the velocity profile from the DP optimization. The constraints for this formulation include upper and lower bounds on E eng , E brake , and E kin .
V. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS
All three MPC strategies were simulated on three open highway routes, which include road grade and speed limit data. Heavy-duty truck dynamics were simulated in a medium-fidelity Simulink model and controlled by one of the three aforementioned MPC strategies, or the baseline controller. The outputs of the MPC controllers, namely wheel torque and speed, were used to determine a corresponding engine torque with which to drive the Simulink model. For gear selection, the MPC outputs were fed into a powertrain controller that selected the fuel consumption-minimizing gear. The parameter values for all three MPC strategies are shown in Table I . The horizon lengths were chosen to be sufficiently long to capture changes in road grade on relatively flat highway terrain. A simple PI speed controller was used as the baseline controller. The velocity setpoint, v sp , for the baseline controller was set to the average of v min and v max , which serve as the upper and lower velocity limits for the MPC optimization.
To understand where the fuel savings come from, a detailed analysis of the following four critical components of energy expenditure was performed: 1) Energy expended at the wheel through the propulsive force (u), referred to as mechanical energy expended (i.e., work). 2) Energy lost by the vehicle due to aerodynamic drag. 3) Energy dissipated by braking. 4) Engine efficiency, quantified by the average BSFC. Energy loss due to rolling resistance and gravity (potential energy changes) will be the same for each simulation and are are therefore not considered in our analysis. The total mechanical energy expended, aerodynamic energy lost, and energy dissipated via braking were calculated for the entire route, and are denoted by E mech,tot , E aero,tot , and E brake,tot , respectively. They are given by:
where N sim is the number of time steps for the simulation ran in Simulink. ∆x(i) is the distance traveled during the i th time step. Forces u(i), F drag (i), and F brake (i) denote the propulsive force, drag force, and braking force at the i th time step, respectively. Average BSFC, denoted as BSF C avg , is calculated by dividing the average fuel rate (R fuel,avg ) by the average power (P avg ), for the entire route.
Results are shown in Table II , where all fuel consumption and average BSFC values are normalized to the fuel consumption and average BSFC of the baseline strategy, respectively, for a given route. All energy values are normalized to the mechanical energy expended by the baseline strategy for a given route. The three routes are denoted as HWY 1, HWY 2, and HWY 3. The greatest amount of energy savings were realized from the reduction of braking, as illustrated in Figure 3 .
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
All MPC strategies incorporated superior driving behaviors to the baseline strategy, resulting in improved fuel consumption, energy expenditure, and engine efficiency. The greatest energy savings were realized through braking reduction. All MPC strategies permitted the vehicle to operate within a range of velocities, allowing the vehicle to slow down while ascending and speed up while descending. This driving behavior is shown in Figure 4 . Although the MPC strategy incorporating a non-convex fuel consumption saw the biggest reduction in fuel consumption, it is also the most computationally complex strategy. Additionally, the convex approximation and brake reduction MPC strategies only underperformed the direct fuel consumption minimization by a small amount, saving around 1% less fuel.
Future work will focus on incorporating traffic and road infrastructure data into the MPC strategies. A traffic model will be introduced to (i) characterize the behavior of vehicles upstream of the heavy-duty truck and (ii) provide traffic signal information at intersections. 
